July 24th – 29th

Questions for thought:
 What does the passage say about God?
 What does this passage say about human beings?
 What does this passage say about creation, the environment?
 What does this passage say about the relationship between
creation, God, and humanity and how they connect at the "table?"

Monday July 24th
Revelation 18:11-13. This exhaustive list of things purchased at the cost of
others, the fine items of the rich, will no longer be bought. The Kingdom of
God is the great equalizer as the poor are brought forward to share. What
can those with means do prior to the last judgment to start this process?
Tuesday July 25th
Leviticus 6:14-23. Here is more detail as to what the priest can keep from an
offering. It explains how the food can be consumed so the priests don't forget
where it came from. How aware are we to the origins of the food on our
tables? Should we be knowledgeable or is ignorance bliss? Should we be
aware so that we "do no harm" with our food choices?
Wednesday July 26th
Numbers 15:1-4. The burnt offerings used when coming into a new land were
meant to convey appreciation to the Lord. What other benefits would these
rituals provide to a community?
Thursday July 27th
Numbers 28:9. Why do the sacrifices to God resemble preparing a supper?
What is the connection to these offerings and joining God at a table?
Friday July 28th
Numbers 29:7-11. What is the tenure of this celebration? What is the
relationship of the arrangements made for the offering, the attitude of worship
and prayer, and the later feast? What can we learn about these parties?

Saturday July 29th
Chronicles 22:29. What do the details of the ingredients say about the
occasion? What event do you have coming up that requires some of the best
ingredients (even if just burgers and hot dogs!). How can you convey honor to
your guests by the ingredients you share?
Look at the prayer list. Who can you pray for? Who needs a little extra help in an
area where you can make a difference?
Family & Friends: Betty Burton (Susan French’s mother), Walt Meyer (Steve’s
dad), Eve Koby (friend of Mariann Meyer), Kathy & Wesley Flath and their family
(Theresa Birdwell’s niece), Summer Ashburn (friend of Rae Anne Woodrow), Mary
Hicks, Sandy Grubb, Angela Bryan (Dawn McCarty’s sister), Mark Thompson
(Barbara’s brother), Rex Townsend, Stan Ensch, Chris Osborn (Ken and Sandy
Grubb’s daughter), Janet Coons (Donna McCullough’s daughter)
Sympathies: Family of Leo George (Sandy Huter’s father),
Homebound Members: Mary Hicks, Mary Schmidt, Jeanne Carman, Ginny
Compton, Clara Ford, Carolyn Loos
Military Personnel: Adam Walters, Joseph Roberts, Lucas Lamkin, Adam Clark

OTHER PRAYER REQUESTS & REFLECTIONS

